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What is the disposition of your Tribe members?

•
•
•
•
•

Who are your Tribe members?
What is their disposition?
Who might sit in more than one box e.g.
flip-flop between Ally and Adversary?
Which do you accept and monitor?
Where do you need to take action to try
to modify their disposition?
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Your support network

•

Think about your support network and write their names in the circles

•

Draw arrows between you and them – the thickness of the arrow should
represent the level of the support given or received

•

Is your support network in overall balance

•

Do you have enough support from the right people

•

What actions (if any) do you need to take in order to balance your support
network
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The 5Ts Framework is made up of five key interlinking areas: Target, Terrain, Tribe, Time
Mastery and Taking Care of Yourself (TCOY).
Each ‘T’ acts as a stand-alone ExtraordinaryPM module, but the true power of the
framework lies in your ability to apply the tools to meet the needs of your situation; to see
a project from all angles, to be curious, and to combine techniques in the best way to
achieve your end goal..

We explore the mobilising power of the Target (‘Big Why’) for your
project. With a clear Target in sight you can align and lead your Tribe
more effectively. Your Target is your ‘North Star’ for decision-making
and prioritisation and will guide you across the Terrain of your project.
The Terrain is the landscape and business context of your project’s
journey. We train our Extraordinary PMs to plan each project like a
runner plans a marathon. We help you to consider where the tough,
sticky or uphill stretches could be, what risks you might face, where
you’re most likely to need refreshment or rejuvenation and how to
deal with both expected and unexpected events that will crop up along
the way.
Your Tribe is much wider than your team. It is those people you need
to build connections with around a shared goal, the Target, in order to
get the best from the people around you – whether they’re taking
action, controlling risks or delivering a physical product. We show you
how to lead and influence, inspiring your colleagues, peers and
stakeholders to step up and become more effective and engaged.
Because building better collaboration is the best way to create real
change and measurable impact.
Time management is critical in project delivery. ExtraordinaryPMs
focus on Mastering their Time not managing it so they get the very
best from the precious and limited time available to them and their
Tribe. We teach you how to be more productive and balance and
prioritise your efforts in order to hit your Target within the time
available to you and your Tribe. everyone’s working at the right pace.
Taking Care Of Yourself (TCOY) is critical. It’s about making sure you’re
at your very best, so you can lead your Tribe and succeed in delivering
outstanding work without getting completely burned out. TCOY takes
many forms; it might mean standing firm in your values, moderating
your stress and stretch levels and managing stakeholders, or it could
be about creating a healthy life-work balance and taking care of your
personal goals, aspirations and self-fulfilment – at all times, but
especially when the going gets tough.
www.extraordinarypm.com
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